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Working from German intermediary renderings, Ralph Waldo Emerson first 
appropriated Persian Sufi poetry in the American tradition. As he projected the fantasy of 
his own self-reliant poet onto Hafez and Saadi, he divorced their verse from its fatalistic 
underpinnings of Islam. This practice continues today among best selling Persian verse 
translators like Coleman Barks and Daniel Ladinsky. Coleman Barks, an acclaimed 
translator of Jalaluddin Rumi’s poetry, goes so far as to admit in discussion about his 
English renderings, “I took the Islam out of it.” Despite such seemingly objective and 
innocuous academic theories of literary influence developed by Harold Bloom and 
adapted to specifically consider translation by Willis Barnstone, comparative 
considerations tend to disregard the integrity of words that Muslims like the Sufi poets 
believe were revealed in Arabic directly from a divine source text. Though reasons for  
its omission vary, to a great extent the idea of the Qur’an as an all-determining source 
text provokes an anxiety of theoretical influence in the west that reinforces a recurring 
bias against needed translating equivalence.     

This paper attempts to examine the repression of Islam both in theory and praxis 
by reconsidering the translation of Sufi poetry underpinned by the Qur’an. As a 
necessary corrective to theoretical trends that seem to invite if not encourage the 
separation of a foreign religion from English translations, the mystic science of jafarism 
is introduced as an alternative model much more closely related to the original poetry. 
Based in part on an interpretation of letters extracted from suras, hidden esoteric 
meanings surface through spiritual revelation. This somewhat radical approach, applied 
to American translations of Persian Sufi poetry, initiates a long overdue process of 
reclaiming the divine integrity of source texts from a long history of western 
appropriation. 
 
	  


